
INSURANCE AGGREGATOR BUSINESS PLAN

Internet customers can go online and take advantage of insurance aggregator websites designed to cut premium costs.
carriagehouseautoresto.com IRDA Approved Insurance Web Aggregator in India. carriagehouseautoresto.com is an
IRDA approved insurance comparison portal helping consumers compare, choose and buy.

Conclusion Similar to buying insurance products offline through an insurance agent or a broker, buying life
insurance online also needs to be an informed decision. But very few whose agencies don't already belong to
an aggregator want their firms to join one, a fact challenging the trend of the recent, rapid growth in overall
aggregator membership. And, approaching them after doing at least a bit of research on what your
requirements are, will make the process much more seamless, informative and free from surprises. This is one
of the findings of a recent national survey of independent insurance agents conducted by The Shares of a Web
Aggregator held as capital as per provisions of this section cannot be pledged in any form or manner to secure
credit or any other facility and at all times should be an unencumbered capital. The IRDA has notified a Web
Aggregator license essentially, websites which aggregate insurance information to provide comparison for
consumers with some odd requirements download here : 1. The next time you get a call from a telemarketer
asking you to buy an insurance product, make sure you are not made to buy only the specific product that they
wish to sell. The situation is unlikely to improve until some consolidation occurs or someone comes up with a
new business model. Protecting consumers is important, but this is a case of throwing out the baby with the
bathwater. What is an Insurance Aggregator? Thus, every business runs the risk of getting its license canceled.
Similarly, where the nominal of the value of shares intended to be transferred by any individual, firm, group,
constituents of a group or a body corporate under the same management jointly or severally exceeds five per
cent of the paid-up capital or the contribution, prior written approval of the Authority shall be obtained.
Insurance Aggregator in India It's better to speak to the web aggregator executive before initiating the
transaction online so as to not end up buying the wrong product for your specific need. What are Web
Aggregators? This is a website portal or search utility to enable a If the Prospect evinces interest in buying
insurance but does not prefer any Insurer, web aggregator shall not transmit the lead to more than three
Insurers in the same class of insurance business. This is license raj. Here are just some of them. The content of
the websites of the web aggregators shall be unbiased and factual in nature; they shall desist from commenting
on insurers or their products in their editorials or at any other location in their websites. IRDA is defining your
domain names: Web aggregators are not allowed to operate multiple websites, except if they use the same
domain names with suffixes such as. Web aggregators shall display product information purely on the basis of
the information furnished to them by insurers. The Web Aggregator licenses are on a renewable basis, only for
three years at a time. The objective of the Insurance Web Aggregator Regulations is to supervise and monitor
Web Aggregator as an insurance intermediary who maintains a website for providing interface to the insurance
prospects for price comparison and information of products of different insurers and other related matters.
Some of the key highlights according to Dahiya includes - The solicitation of low-cost Ulips being allowed to
be sold online on web aggregator's platform up to the limit of Rs 1. Rise of the motor aggregators The UK
motor insurance market is now in a situation similar to the airline industry where competition is making
profitability elusive. Web Aggregator should provide an option to select up to three insurers by the visitor, to
whom the lead can be transmitted simultaneously. We run complex algorithms to find plans that fit your
requirements and return you features and quotes within seconds. Internet customers can go online and take
advantage of insurance aggregator websites designed to cut premium costs. But the IRDA is treating them like
it would treat insurance companies, and is limiting fund raising. While soliciting and procuring the insurance
business, the Insurance Web Aggregator has to ensure that if the Web Aggregator is having tie-ups with more
than one insurer, they have to provide prospective buyers with the details such as scope of coverage, term of
policy, premium payable, premium terms and any other information which the customer seeks on all products
available with them. The policies from the regulator IRDA are regressive and incomprehensible, and stuck in
the pre-liberalization era. Why three years? Further, the product has to be sold based on the need analysis of
the prospect. Mission: To help people save money on Insurance Online access to life insurance plans is also
available through insurance aggregators having an online presence. Spare a thought for the likes of
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PolicyBazaar and EasyPolicy, which are heavily invested in this business. The new guidelines for the web
aggregators issued by the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India IRDAI mandates that no
insurance web aggregators should promote or push a particular product of a particular company either through
its web-site or through distance marketing. They include - Display of product comparisons on web-site and
their conditions, transmission of leads by web aggregator to the insurer in a specified manner, the manner and
process of sale of insurance online by web aggregators, sale of insurance by tele-marketing mode and other
distance marketing for solicitation of insurance based on the leads generated from its designated website.
Updated: Jul 17, ,  Consumers will now also benefit from the easy access to these products online, as the
digital channel is increasingly becoming their preferred mode for research and transactions.


